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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to describe an algorithm for computing co-monotone and/or co-convex splines of 
degree m and deficiency m - k at the knots (0 < k c m - k), which are interpolant or osculatory to a given set of 
data. The method is based upon some existence properties recently developed. Graphical examples and a listing of the 
FORTRAN code SPISPl are given. 
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1. Introduction 
In the last few years many papers were devoted to problems concerning monotone and/or 
convex spline interpolation (see, for example, [3]-[6], [8, chapt. XVI], [9], [12], [13], [15], 
[18]-[21], [24], [27] and the references quoted therein), and algorithms for constructing shape-pre- 
serving splines, interpolating data at the knots, were given. 
More specifically, co-monotone C1 cubic splines are computed in [ll] and then in [2] and [lo] 
with efficient and simple methods, and in [27], where better convergence properties are obtained 
using optimization techniques. The wellknown C2 cubic taut-splines of De Boor [8, p. 3031 
preserve the convexity of data and require the insertion of additional knots. Quadratic C’ 
co-monotone and co-convex interpolating or osculatory splines are constructed in [16], [17] and 
[25], again introducing auxiliary knots. In [7] the theoretical results of [6] are used to compute 
co-monotone and co-convex cubic C’ interpolating splines. 
A method for monotone and convex splines of degree m is proposed in [18]. However m 
cannot be fixed a priori, since it is calculated according to the data, and, if co-monotone and 
co-convex interpolation is desired, a preliminary subdivision of the points into subsets of 
uniform shape is needed. 
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In this paper co-monotone (CM) or co-convex (CC) or co-monotone and co-convex (CMC) Ck 
splines of degree m, where 0 < k < m - k, are considered, and, using the results of [5], an 
algorithm for their computation (given in [6] for m = 3, k = 1 and for monotone and convex 
interpolation) is described. The splines considered here are obtained using Bernstein polynomials 
of suitable continuous piecewise linear functions, and can be simply interpolant or, if the slopes 
at the knots are given, osculatory. We note that linear splines with one knot between every two 
interpolation points were used in [18]. In this paper linear splines with two interior knots are 
used, and this leads to some practical advantage, as we will see later. The algorithm seems to be 
reasonably simple and fast, and does not require either the insertion of additional knots or 
preliminary subdivision of the points. The degree of spline, yn, can be choosen a priori or can be 
automatically computed, according to the sharpness of data. Moreover, no interaction with the 
user is needed. On the other hand the method is not local, and a change of data implies new 
complete calculations. Finally, it is worthwhile to remark that, in the case of simple interpola- 
tion, there is no theoretical guarantee for the existence of CC or CMC splines, interpolating 
arbitrary sets of points. However we note that: 
- the existence of CC or CMC interpolating splines can be ensured, if necessary, choosing m in 
a manner analogous to Theorem 3 of [5]; 
- the algorithm provides interpolating curves which are often ‘visually pleasing’; 
- practical experiences showed that the automatic computation of WI made by SPISPl code 
produces CC or CMC splines for tests taken from ‘real’ data. 
This point will be discussed in Section 3 with more details. 
This paper is divided into five sections. In Section 2 notations and background are recalled, 
and in Section 3 the algorithm is described. We show some graphical examples in $4 and the 
listing of the FORTRAN code in Section 5. 
2. Notation and background 
Let x0 <xi < . . . < xN, N > 2, be a fixed set of real numbers and let the integers k; m; n,, 
i=o, l,..., N - 1 be given, with m=max{n;, i=O, l,..., N-l} and O<k<n,-k, i= 
0, 1,. . .) N - 1. Setting hi = xitl -xi, r,= hi/n;, i = 0, l,..., N - 1, we introduce the sequence 
ti, i = 0, 1,. . . ,2N + 1, where 
t,=x,, t2*+1 = xi + kr,, t2i+2 = xifl - kr,, i=O, l,..., N-l; t2~+l = xN, 
which we use to define 
BS,“= (1~ C[t,, tzv+l ]: I(x)EP, forxE[ti, tr+l], i=O,l,..., 2N). (2.1) 
We note that BS: is a linear space of dimension 2N + 2 and that it is possible to select any 
I E BS: by its values and slopes at xi, i = 0, 1,. . . , N. Now we recall that the n ,-degree Bernstein 
polynomial of f(x), x E [xi, xi+i], has the form (see [14]) 
B,(x; f, n,) = j$ 2 (; jf(xi + qr,)(x - xi)‘(xitl - x)~‘-~. 
1 q=o 
(24 
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Moreover, 
B!j)(x;; f, n;) = L 
n;! 
hJ (ni -j)! 
Aif( j=O, l,...,ni, 




where Ai( oj) is the j th forward (backward) differences with step r,. Let 
B: C[x,,, +] -+ C[x,, xN] 
be the linear operator defined by 
(Bf)(x)=B,(x; f, ni) forxE[xi, xifl], i=O,l,..., N-l. (2.5) 
Using (2.1)-(2.5) it easy to see [5] that for any 1 E BSF, Bl E Ck[x,, xN], or, in other words, BZ 
is a polynomial spline of degree m and deficiency m - k at the knots. Further, the variation 
diminishing property of Bernstein polynomials implies that Bl has the same shape as 1. We can 
say a little more about this fact. Let us introduce the set of splines 
BS;= {eCk[x,,, xN]: 
S(x) =p(x) + q(x) for x E [xi, xi+l]; P E P,,, 4 E P,,; 
p”‘(x,) =q(j)(x,+,) =O, j=2,..., k; p”‘(xi+,) =q’j’(x,) =O, 
j=2 ,..., ni-k; i=O, l,..., N-l}. (2.6) 
where, for k = 1, the corresponding conditions are vacuous. From [5, lemmas 1 and 21 we have 
the following statements: 
(a) the restriction of B to BS! is an invertible map from BS: to BSL; 
(b) if Bl is convex (concave) or monotone and convex (concave) in [xi, xi+r] for some i, 
0 < i < N - 1, then 1 is also convex (concave) or monotone and convex (concave) in the 
same interval. 
Now, let the real numbers y,, i = 0, 1,. . . , N, be a given and let 
Ai=(_yi+I-yi)/hi, i=O,l,..., N-l. 
We want to obtain s E BS: which are interpolant, or 
s(xi) =yi, i=O, l,..., N 
and, moreover, CM 
s(‘)(x).Ai>O for all XE [xi, xi+,], i=O, l,..., N-l, (2.7) 
or CC 
~(~)(x)(Ar - A,,) 2 0 for x E [x,,, x1] ; 
sc2)(x)(Ai - A,_r) > 0 for x E [xi, xi+r], i = 1, 2,. . ., N - 1, (2.8) 
or CMC, that is, splines which satisfy both (2.7) and (2.8). From (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4) it is simple 
to see that 
(B’)(xi) = 1(X,), (Bl)“‘(xi) = I(l)(x,), i = 0, l,.. ., N 
and, using (a) and (b) we have the following statements; 
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(c) there exist s E BS$ which are CM interpolant if there are 1 E BSF which are also CM 
interpolant; 
there exist s E BSL which are CC (CMC) interpolant if, and only if, there exist I E BS: 
which are also CC (CMC) interpolant. 
3. The algorithm 
It is clear from the previous results that we are interested in the construction of linear splines 
I E BSp such that 
,(x,) =y,, i=o, l)..‘) N (3.1) 
and which are, moreover, CM, CC or CMC. Since any 2 E BS: is determined by its values and 
slopes at x,, i = 0, 1,. . . , N, we can reformulate the problem into the following one: compute the 
values d,, i = 0, 1,. . . , N such that the spline satisfying (3.1) and 
I”‘(x,) = d,, i=O, I,..., N, (3.2) 
is CM or CC or CMC. From lemma 2 of [5] we have that I is increasing (decreasing) in [xi, x,+i] 
for some i, 0 < i < N - 1, if and only if 
(d,, d,+,)ED,=((u, +R2: ~30, u>,O, ZIG -.+?A;); 
[(d,, d,+,)cXI,=j(u, +R2: u<O, u<O, ua -u+:Ai,) 
that I is convex (concave) if and only if 
(d,, d,+J ED, = (u, u) E R2: u z - 
( 
k 
-----24+ -&A,; v< 
n,-k , 
i 
(d,, d,+l)ED;= (u, u)aR2: u,< --&+-&A;; 
i 1 
n -k 
u> - ‘-u++A, , 
k 11 
and that I is increasing (decreasing) and convex (concave) if, and only if, 
(dip d,+i) E Q = {( U, u) E R2 satisfying both (3.3) and (3.4)). 





The domains Di of (3.3), (3.4) for the increasing and convex case are shown in Fig. 1. We note 
that (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) define non-empty convex sets of the uu-plane. So,.if we want CM, CC 
or CMC interpolating splines, we need only to define a suitable set D, for each [xi, xi+i] and 
then compute a sequence of slopes d,, i = 0, 1,. . . , N, such that 
(d,, d,+,) ED;, i=O, l,..., N- 1. 
Let 
II:,,,: R2’R, fl7” . R2-_,lJ&! U,L” 
be, respectively, the projection maps from uu-plane onto the u-axis and u-axis. We give the 
following algorithm. 






Fig. 1. The domain of (a) increase and (b) convexity. 
Algorithm Al 
Step 1. Let N and the collection of sets { D, } jv=,,’ be given. 
Step 2. For i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1 
1. B, = rIU,,,( 0;). 
Step 3. B,= R. 
Step 4. A, = B,, J = N. 
Step 5. For i = 1, 2,. . . , N 
1. P = II:,,<{ A,_1 x R} n DiJ 
2. A; = Bi n P 
3. If Ai =B set J = i and stop. Otherwise continue. 
Step 6. Stop. 
Algorithm Al gives an answer for the problem above. In fact we have from lemma 4 of [5] 
(d) let J be computed as in Algorithm Al, where the sets Di, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1, are given by 
(3.3), (3.4) or (3.5) respectively for CM, CC or CMC interpolation. There exist CM, CC or 
CMC linear splines 1 E BSF if, and only if, J = N. 
Now suppose that Algorithm Al gives J = N and consider the following algorithm. 
Algorithm A2 
Step 1. Let N and the collections of sets { Ai } Lo, { Bj } E. be given. 
Step 2. Choose any d, E A,. 
Step3. For i=N-1, N-2 ,..., 0 
1. P={uER: (u, d,+,)E{A,ER} nDi} 
2. Choose an arbitrary d, E P. 
It is simple to show (see the proof of the first part of lemma 4 in [5]) that Algorithm A2 will 
provide the desired sequence of slopes. It should be noted that, setting J = N, we assumed the 
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existence of CM, CC or CMC interpolating splines. For the CM case this is obviously true, since 
the point (0, 0) satisfies (3.3) or, in other words, there always exists a CM I E BS: with zero 
slopes at xl, i=O,..., N.IntheCCandCMCcase,forgivenkandn,,i=O,l,..., N-Land 
for arbitrary sets of data, Al will provide, in general, J =j # N. From a different point of view, 
this means that Algorithm Al can be completed if applied to the subset {(xi, v,)},!=, and that 
Algorithm A2 will produce the sequence of slopes d,‘, i = 0, 1,. . . , j such that (d(, d,:+ ,) E D,, 
i=o, I,..., j - 1. Now suppose, without loss in generality, that Algorithm Al, applied to 
{(x,, Y,)};“,~ can be completed and so, for dl’, i =j, j + 1,. . _ , N given by Algorithm 2, we have 
(d,“, d,‘l,)EDi, i=j, j+l,..., N - 1. We remark that d,! # d,” since, otherwise, xi could not 
be a ‘break point’ for Al. However, let do E R. If we set 
di = d:, i=O,l,..., j-l; di=d”; d, = d,“, i=j+l, j+2,...,N 
(3.6) 
we obtain an 1 E BS: which is CC or CMC in [x0, x,-i] and [x,,,, xNJ. When the choice of do 
is carefully made, the resulting s = BZ can be visually pleasing (for example monotone) in 
[X,-i, x1+1 ]. Although there are many formulas for computing do (see [7]), the simple expres- 
sion 
d” = :(A,_, + AI) 
has been successfully used for all cases. It is worthwhile to note that the change of the slope at xI 
of the interpolating linear spline I is made possible by the insertion of two knots in (xJ_i, xI) 
and in (x,, xi+, ). From a geometrical point of view this means that the change at x, has effect 
only in ]tZJ-i, t,,+J, since it is absorbed by the segments of 2 in [t,,_i, tZj] and [t2,+i, lZjtz]. 
If only one knot were posed in ( xj _ 1, xl), then the change would have effect at x,_ 1 and so on. 
So, while Algorithms Al and A2 always give curves which are reasonably visually pleasing, the 
method of [18] requires an a priori selection of the values ni, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1, that is of the 
degree of spline, to ensure the existence of a CMC interpolant. 
All the above arguments were done for fixed n,. In [5] the values ni, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1 are 
computed according to data, to ensure that Algorithm Al will provide J = N for every set of 
convex (or monotone and convex) points. These results, which are stated in Theorem 3, can be 
easily extended for CC or CMC interpolation. However the resulting formulas are not simple 
and have a high computational cost. Practical experience shows that the automatic computation 
outlined below: 
Step 1. Compute (when possible) 
n, = max(2k + 1, k I(A,+, - A,_,)/(A, - LI,_~) + 11, 
k I (A,+, -At-,)/‘(A,+1 -A<) + 1 I). 
Step 2. Make an average of n,_,, n,, n,, 1. 
will provide, in general, CC or CMC spline interpolation (we refer to the listing of subroutine 
SPLISP for details). On the other hand, if Algorithm Al would still have a break point at xi, 
then (3.6) could be applied again. So the Algorithms Al and A2 can be used to compute CC or 
CMC interpolating splines s E BS: with WI fixed (and in this case n, = m, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1) or 
data dependent (and in this case m = max{ n,, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - l}) The real drawback is that n, 
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is often too large (see the tests of Section 4) and the automatic computation of degree is 
convenient only for small values of k. We note that, for graphical purpose, it is sufficient to set 
k = 1. For CM interpolation no restriction on degree is needed. However, it is still useful to have 
the possibility of an automatic selection of m. The obvious choice is 
n, = 2k + 1, i=o, l,..., N- 1 
since it produces splines of minimal degree. 
Finally, also suppose that the slopes d,, i = 0, 1,. . . , N are given. In this case a linear spline 1 
(and consequently sr) satisfying (3.1) and (3.2) is osculatory (Hermite interpolant) to the data. 
When the degree m is fixed, there is nothing to do, the use of Bernstein polynomials can still 
produce a visually pleasing curve. The interesting case for Hermite interpolation is when m is 
data dependent. We observe that the data are locally increasing (decreasing) if 
d,>,O, A,>,O, d,+i>O (&<O, A,<O, d,+r<O) (3.7) 
and locally convex (concave) if 
di < Ai < di+i (di>Ai>di+l). (3.8) 
We have immediately the following statement 
(e) let di, A,, d,+i satisfy (3.7) or (3.8). There exists ti such that for any n,, n, > Z, (di, d,,,) 
satisfies (3.3) or (3.4) respectively. 
Now we can solve the following shape-preserving osculatory problem: to find the sequence n,, 
i=O,l ,**., N - 1 such that the spline I E BS:, which satisfies (3.1) (3.2) has the same shape of 
the data. 
We note that the local monotonicity of a local convex osculatory spline is implicitly given by 
di, di+i. 
It is now possible to outline the algorithm for computing and then evaluating a shape-preserv- 
ing interpolating spline (SPISP). For details see the subroutines SPISCl and SPISEl in the 
listing of the code. 
Algorithm SPISP 
Step 2. Check the kind of interpolation. If osculatory interpolation is required go to Step 5. 
Step 2. For m given set nj = m, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1. Otherwise compute the values n,, i = 
0, l,..., N-l. 
Step 3. Define the sets D,, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1 using (3.3), (3.4) or (3.5) for the CM, CC or CMC 
case. Then use Algorithms Al and A2 and (eventually) formula (3.6) to compute the 
slopes d;, i=O, l,..., N. 
Step 4. Go to Step 6. 
Step 5. For m given set ni = m, i = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1. Otherwise compute the values n,, i = 
0, 1,. . . , N - 1 as in statement (e). 
Step 6. Evaluate the linear spline 1 E BSY satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). 
Step 7. Evaluate the shape-preserving interpolating spline s = Bl using (2.5). 
As previously said in the introduction, many good algorithms for shape-preserving spline 
interpolation are available. In the author’s opinion, point insertion algorithms (as suggested in 
WI, tl71 and PI) are, in some cases, preferable for computer aided design. The interest of this 
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algorithm consists essentially in that 
_ SPISPl seems to be the unique code for computing splines of arbitrary degree and arbitrary 
continuity class; 
- CM, CC, CHC and osculatory splines can be obtained from the same code; 
_ Algorithms Al and A2 are quite general, since they refer to arbitrary sets (see also the more 
general formulation given in [5]). This means that any mixture of CM, CC, CMC can be 
imposed, as well as any other local constraints. Actually, Algorithms Al and A2 can be 
applied to any problem concerning the construction of locally constrained separable splines [5, 
sect. 41. ’ 
4. Graphical examples 
In this section we show some applications of the method described in the previous one. All the 
computations are made running the code SPISPl using the VAX-730 (with VMS V.3.562 
operative system) single precision. The graphs of Figs. l-4 are the results of Lagrange interpola- 
tion (LHOPT = 1) using 
(i) CM splines of BS: (IOPT = 1, M = 3, K= 1); 
(ii) CC splines of BS: (IOPT = 2, M = 3, K = 1); 
(iii) CC splines of BS: (IOPT = 2, M = 0, K = l), degree automatically computed; 
(iv) CMC spl ines of B$ (IOPT = 3, M = 3, K= 1); 
(v) CMC splines of BS; (IOPT = 3, M = 0, K = l), degree automatically computed. 
The first test is given by some titanium heat data [8, p. 2221, reported in Table 1, and the 
resulting curves are shown in Fig. 2. We note that, for CMC interpolation, the intervals [x0, x1] 
and [x1, x2] are considered, respectively, increasing and convex and decreasing and concave. 
r The author has recently discovered that J.W. Schmidt and W. Hess gave analogues of Algorithms Al and A2 in: 
Schwapp verkoppelte Ungleichumssysteme und konvexe Spline-Interpolation, Elem. Math. 39 (1984) 85-95. 
Table 1 
i xi Y, 
0 595 0.644 
1 635 0.652 
2 695 0.644 
3 795 0.694 
4 855 0.907 
5 875 1.336 
6 885 1.881 
7 895 2.169 
8 905 2.075 
9 915 1.598 
10 935 0.916 
11 985 0.607 
12 1035 0.603 
13 1075 0.608 
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Fig. 2. 
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Table 2 
i xi Yi 
0 7.99 0 
1 8.09 2.76429 E - 5 
2 8.18 4.37498 E - 2 
3 8.7 0.169183 
4 9.2 0.469428 
5 10.0 0.94374 
6 12.0 0.998636 
7 15.0 0.999919 
8 20.0 0.999994 
Hence xi is a break point for cases (iv) and (v). However, we obtain a visually pleasing curve. 
We must note the shape of the interpolants in [x2, x3] and in [x6, xs] for the various cases. The 
values ni, i = 0, 1, . . . , 12 (degrees of the polynomials constituting the spline) computed by the 
code for cases (iii) and (v) are: 
5, 6, 8, 9, 6, 5, 4, 4, 5, 9, 9,11, 9. 
Also note the splines of cases (ii) and (iv) are, respectively, CC in [x0, xi31 and CMC in [x2, x1& 
Our second test [ll] is the radiochemical calculations given in Table 2. The interpolants are 
plotted in Fig. 3. It is interesting to note that the values n,, i = 0, 1,. . . ,7 for cases (iii) and (v) 
are, in this case, 
4, 8, 12,16, 16, 17, 17, 12. 
However the splines of cases (ii) and (iv) are CC and CMC respectively (SPISCl returns the 
value ERRE = 0). For this test other fittings can be found in [ll], [24] and [27]. 
The third test (Table 3) is taken from the paper of Akima [l], and the results of Fig. 4 clearly 
show a failure for CC interpolation. We note that the curve is, in this case (ii), CC everywhere, 
but has very large extraneous bumps. This fact is inherent to the nature of CC interpolation, 
since splines with arbitrary degree also present the same shape (see also the result of De Boor’s 
taut spline, showed in [ll, Fig. 4-f]). On the other hand the CMC interpolating curves are really 
Table 3 
i Xi Y, 
0 0 10 
1 2 10 
2 3 10 
3 5 10 
4 6 10 
5 8 10 
6 9 10.5 
7 11 15 
8 12 50 
9 14 60 
10 15 85 
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Table 4 
i *, Y, 
0 22 523 
1 22.5 543 
2 22.6 550 
3 22.7 557 
4 22.8 565 
5 22.9 575 
6 23 590 
7 23.1 620 
8 23.2 860 
9 23.3 915 
10 23.4 944 
11 23.5 958 
12 24 986 
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visually pleasing, even if Algorithm Al has a break point at x8 for case (iv). The values ni, 
i=O,l , . . . ,9 for case (v) are 
4, 4, 4, 4, 8, 8, 11, 8, 8, 4. 
Other fittings for the Akima test can be found in [l], [lo] and [ll]. 
The fourth test (Table 4) is proposed by Pruess in [23]. We see immediately from Fig. 5 that 
break point at xs for case (iv), and at xg for case (ii); this case is the most 
Fig. 5. 
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Fig. 5 (continued). 
unsatisfactory. The other interpolants seem to work rather well. The values of nj, i = 0, 1,. . . , 11, 
for cases (iii) and (v) are 
4, 4, 4, 6, 9, 9, 12, 10, 12, 6, 6, 4. 
Other graphs for the Pruess test are in [23] and [24]. 
Table 5 
i x* Y* di 
0 0 0 2.4 
1 1 1.8 1.2 
2 2 2.1 0.39 
3 3 2.9 0.0833 
4 4 3.0 0.0 
5 5 3.0 0.0 
6 6 3.65 0.80294 
7 7 4.7 0.525 
8 8 5.05 0.0 
9 9 5.05 0.0 
10 10 5.0 - 0.05 
11 11 4.95 - 0.075 
12 12 4.8 - 0.24 
13 13 4.2 - 0.75 
14 14 3.2 - 0.857142 
15 15 2.45 - 0.988636 
16 16 1.0 - 2.020905 
17 16.3 0.0 - 4.64576 
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Fig. 6. 
Our final test (Table 5) is the design of a car proposed in [24], and the graphs of Fig. 6 are 
obtained with osculatory interpolation (LHOPT = 2) using 
(vi) splines of BS: (A4 = 3, K = l), 
(vii) splines of BS: (M = 0, K = l), degree automatically computed. 
The two plots are practically identical, even if the spline of (vi) is not shape-preserving in 
[X5? ~1, [x7, 4 and I%, x14]. We note that they seem to be very close to the fitting of [24, Fig. 
11. The values ni, i = 0, 1,. . . ,16, for (vii) are 
3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 6, 394, 3, 3, 3, 394, 3, 3, 3, 3 
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Finally, we remark that the code can be used for the design of parametric curves, using the 
accumulated arc length given by 
tO=O, ti+l = ti + (CXt+l -Xi)2+(~i+1-~i)2)1’2, i=O, l,...,N-l, 
and considering the two sets of interpolation points {(t;, x~)};?I=~, ((t,, y,)}E”=,. For an idea of the 
results obtainable, we refer to [7, sect. 31. 
5. The code 
In this section we present the FORTRAN listing of the code SPISPl (Shape-Preserving 
Interpolating Spline) which is made up of two driver subroutines handling the execution of the 
other subprograms (10 subroutines and 3 functions), as it is shown in the graph of Fig. 7. 
More specifically, SPISCl (Shape-Preserving Interpolating Spline Computation) computes all 
the parameters used by SPISEl (Shape-Preserving Interpolating Spline Evaluation) for evaluat- 
ing the spline at a prescribed set of points. We refer to the comments internal to the code for the 
calling sequences and the description of the input and output parameters. Here, it is important to 
point out that SPISCl and SPISEl are independent, the only restriction being that the first call 
to SPISEl must follow a call to SPISCl. 
In writing the code (using the standard FORTRAN 77), the major attention was devoted to 
readability. However, we assumed that the compiler was able to perform some optimizazion, like 
recognizing common expressions and invariant expressions in DO-loops. If this were not the 
case, some modifications should be made. 
SPISCI 
I 

























SPISCl IS DESIGNED TO COMPUTE A SHAPE-PRESERVING POLYNOMIAL 
SPLINE S OF ARBITRARY DEGREE, PERFORMING LAGRANGE OR HERMITE 



























C NMAX : 
C 
C 




















FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NP , CONTAINING THE DATA 
ABSCISSAS X(1). 
RESTRICTION: X(I).LT.X(I+l) , I=O,l,...,NP-1. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NP , CONTAINING THE DATA 
ORDINATES Y(1). 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS O:NP, CONTAINING THE SLOPES 
AT THE DATA IF HERMITE INTERPOLATION IS REQUIRED (LHOPT=2). 
FOR LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION (LHOPT=l) D IS A WORK ARRAY 
WHICH IS USED TO CONTAIN AGAIN THE SLOPES AT THE DATA, 
NOW COMPUTED BY THE CODE. 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF INTERPOLATION 
POINTS, MINUS ONE. 
RESTRICTION: NP.GE.2 . 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER 
RELATED TO THE DEGREE OF S . IF M.LE.0 THE DEGREE IS 
AUTOMATICALLY COMPUTED, ACCORDING TO THE 'SHARPNESS' OF 
DATA AND IT IS STORED INTO M (WHICH CAN BE SEEN AS AN 
OUTPUT PARAMETER, GIVING AN USEFUL INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE INTERPOLANT). IF M.GT.0 IT CONTAINS THE DEGREE OF S , 
NOW GIVEN BY THE USER. 
RESTRICTION: M.LE.0 OR M.GE.2*K+l 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE MAXIMUM DEGREE ALLOWED 
FOR THE INTERPOLATING SPLINE. 
RESTRICTION: NMAX.GE.3 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE CLASS OF CONTINUITY OF S . 
OBVIOUSLY, K MUST ASSUME POSITIVE INTEGER VALUES. HOWEVER, 
IF K.LE.0 , SPISCl RESETS IT TO ONE (WHICH IS A GOOD CHOICE 
FOR GRAPHICAL PURPOSE) AND EXECUTES THE JOB. 
RESTRICTION: K.LE.0 OR l.LT.K AND K.LT.M-K 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. IF LHOPT=l 
THEN A LAGRANGE-TYPE INTERPOLATION IS REQUIRED. IF LHOPT=2 
THEN A HERMITE-TYPE (OSCULATORY) INTERPOLATION IS REQUIRED. 
IN THIS CASE D MUST CONTAIN IN INPUT THE ASSIGNED SLOPES AT 
THE KNOTS. 
RESTRICTION: LHOPT.EQ.l OR LHOPT.EQ.2 . 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER TO BE 
ACTIVATED ONLY FOR LHOPT=l . IF IOPT=l CO-MONOTONE INTER- 
POLATION IS REQUIRED, AND SUBROUTINE AlA IS USED. 
IF IOPT= CO-CONVEX INTERPOLATION IS REQUIRED, AND SUBROUTINE 
AlA IS USED. IF IOPT= CO-MONOTONE AND CO-CONVEX INTER- 
POLATION IS REQUIRED AND SUBROUTINE AlA IS USED. FOR 
LHOPT=2 THE VALUE OF IOPT IS MEANINGLESS. 
RESTRICTION: WHEN LHOPT.EQ.l IOPT.EQ-.l OR IOPT.EQ.2 
OR IOPT.EQ.3 . 
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FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE TOLERANCE OF THE METHOD. 
EPS SHOULD BE SET GREATER OR EQUAL TO THE MACHINE EPSILON . 
HOWEVER, IF EPS.LE.0 SPISCl RESETS IT TO 0.0001 WHICH 
IS A GOOD CHOICE FOR GRAPHICAL APPLICATIONS. 
C REMARK: 
C 
C SPISCl DOES NOT MODIFY THE VALUES 
C WHEN THESE ARE CORRECTLY GIVEN IN 
C 
C 
C OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
OF THE ABOVE PARAMETERS, 
INPUT BY THE USER. 
C ERRC : INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING AN ERROR FLAG TO DISPLAY THE 






















































WORK : FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:7*NP+3 , WHICH IS FIRST 
SUCCESS. NORMAL RETURN OF THE CODE. 
ERROR. INCORRECT ASSIGNEMENT FOR SOME OF THE 
PARAMETERS NP, LHOPT, IOPT, NMAX. 
WARNING. THE DEGREE OF S , M , IS GIVEN AS AN 
INPUT FOR HERMITE INTERPOLATION. THERE IS NO 
GUARENTEE TO OBTAIN A SHAPE-PRESERVING INTERPO- 
LATING SPLINE. 
ERROR. THE RESTRICTION M.LE.0 OR M.GE.Z*K+l IS 
NOT FULFILLED. 
ERROR. THE RESTRICTION X(I).LT.X(I+l) IS NOT 
FULFILLED FOR SOME INDEX I. 
WARNING. IN SOME INTERVAL (X(1),X(1+1)) THE 
INTERFOLATING SPLINE IS NOT CO-CONVEX. IN THIS CASE 
ERRC IS AN OUTPUT OF SUBROUTINE AlA202. 
WARNING. IN SOME INTERVAL (X(1),X(1+1)) THE 
INTERPOLATING SPLINE IS NOT CO-MONOTONE AND CO-CONVEX. 
IN THIS CASE ERRC IS AN OUTPUT OF SUBROUTINE AlA203. 
WARNING. FOR SOME INDEX I , THE VALUES X(I),Y(I), 
D(I),X(I+l),Y(I+l),D(I+l) ARE NOT EITHER MONOTONE 
OR CONVEX. THE SPLINE IS SIMPLY OSCULATORY IN 
(X(1),X(1+1)). IN THIS CASE ERRC IS AN OUTPUT OF 
SUBROUTINE SPHISP. 
ERROR. THE DEGREE M IS TOO LARGE, THAT IS THE 
INEQUALITY M.GT.NMAX HOLDS. 
USED AS A WORK AREA FOR STORING INTERMEDIATE RESULTS AND 
IS THEN RESTRUCTURED FOR FACILITATING THE USE OF SUBROUTINE 
SPISEl . 
LWORK : LOGICAL ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:2*NP , USED AS A WORK AREA TO 
STORE INTERMEDIATE RESULTS. 
METHOD 
LET THE ORDERED POINTS X(O),X(l),...,X(NP) AND THE NUMBERS 
K, M, N(I), I=O,l,...,NP-1 , BE GIVEN, WITH 
0 .LT. K .LT. N(I)-K . 
LET BS(lr0) DENOTE THE SET OF CONTINOUS LINEAR SPLINES WITH 
KNOTS AT 
X(O) I X(I)+K*(X(I+l-)-X(I))/N(I) , X(1+1)-K*(X(I+l)-X(I))/N(I) , 











































I=O,l,...,NP-1 , X(NP) . 
ANY SPLINE L OF BS(l,O) IS UNIQUELY DETERMINED BY ITS VALUES 
AND SLOPES AT X(I), I=O,l,...,NP . NOW LET Bs(M,K) BE A SUBSET 
OF THE SPLINES OF DEGREE M AND DEFICIENCY M-K AT THE KNOTS 
X(I), I=l,...,NP-1 , AND LET S DENOTE A FUNCTION OF BS(M,K). 
THEN S(X) , FOR X(1) .LE. X .LE. X(1+1) IS EXACTLY THE BERNSTEIN 
POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE N(1) OF SOME LINEAR SPLINE L S AND L ARE 
'EQUIVALENT' SINCE THEY HAVE THE SAME VALUES AND SLOPES AT X(I), 
I=O,l,...,NP , AND THE SAME SHAPE. HENCE, THE PROBLEMS OF SHAPE-PRESER- 
VING INTERPOLATION IN BS(l,O) AND IN BS(M,K) ARE EQUIVALENT. 
LET THE VALUES Y(I), I=O,l,. ..,NP BE GIVEN. SPISCl COMPUTE THE 
VALUES D(I), I=O,l,..., NP SUCH THAT THE LINEAR SPLINE L WHICH 
SATISFIES 
L(X(I))=Y(I) I DL(X(I))/DX = D(1) I-O,l,...,NP 
IS ALSO CO-MONOTONE (CM) OR CO-CONVEX (CC) OR CO-MONOTONE 
AND CO-CONVEX (CMC). TO DO SO, SPISCl REQUIRES THAT (D(I),D(I+l)) 
BELONGS TO DOM(1) FOR I=O,l,...,NP-1 , WHERE DOM(I) ARE THE 
DOMAINS OF MONOTONICITY, CONVEXITY, OR MONOTONICITY AND CONVEXITY 
FOR L IN (X(1),X(1+1)). FOR CC OR CMC INTERPOLATION IT IS 
POSSIBLE THAT, FOR SOME I , (D(I),D(I+l)) DOES NOT BELONG TO 
DOM(1) . THEN SPISCl SETS ERRC=5 OR ERRC=6 BUT COMPUTES AGAIN 
THE SEQUENCE OF SLOPES OF AN INTERPOLATING (AND OFTEN VISUALLY 
PLEASING) SPLINES. THE VALUES N(I) ARE SET EQUAL TO M (IF M.GT.0 ) 
OR ARE COMPUTED ACCORDING TO DATA. 
IF THE SEQUENCE D(I), I=O,l,...,NP IS GIVEN AS AN INPUT, THEN 
THE OSCULATORY LINEAR SPLINE IS ALREADY DETERMINED. FOR A 
POSITIVE INPUT VALUE OF M WE HAVE NO GUARANTEE TO OBTAIN A SHAPE- 
PRESERVING SPLINE, BUT THE USE OF BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS CAN 
PRODUCE A VISUALLY PLEASING CURVE. IN THIS CASE SPISCl IS VERY 
CHEAP AND ESSENTIALLY CONSISTS IN A CHECK OF DATA. WHEN M.LE.0 (FREE 
DEGREE), THE VALUES N(1) ARE COMPUTED BY SPISCl TO ENSURE THAT THE 
INTERPOLANT HAS THE SAME SHAPE OF DATA. IT IS POSSIBLE THAT, FOR 
SOME I , THE DATA X(I),Y(I),D(I),X(I+1),Y(I+l),D(I+l) AREN'T 
EITHER MONOTONE OR CONVEX. IN THIS CASE SPISCl SETS ERRC=7 . 
FINALLY, SPISCl SELECTS VARIABLES AND ARRAYS NEEDED IN THE EVALUATION 
OF THE INTERPOLATING SPLINE, AND COLLECT THEM IN THE WORK AREA 

















c SPISCl IS MERELY AN INTERFACING ROUTINE WHICH RELIEVES THE 
C USER OF A LONGER CALLING SEQUENCE. THE ESSENTIAL PARTS OF THE 
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: SPISC CONSTRUCTS A SHAPE-PRESERVING SPLINE OF ARBITRARY DEGREE, 
C INTERPOLATING OR OSCULATORY TO A GIVEN SET OF DATA POINTS. 
C 
C A DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD IS GIVEN IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl. 
C 
C THE INPUT PARAMETERS X, Y, D, NP, N, NMAX, K, LHOPT, IOPT, EPS 
C AND THE OUTPUT PARAMETER ERRC ARE EXPLAINED IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl. 
C 
C ITEM OF POSSIBLE INTEREST IS 
C 











DIVIDED DIFFERENCES OF DATA 














C DELETE THE FRACTIONAL PARTS OF M AND K (DEGREE AND CONTIULTY 
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C ASSIGN THE SUCCESS VALUE TO THE ERROR FLAG. 
C 
ERRC=O 
CHECK THE INPUT PARAMETERS NP, LHOPT, IOPT, NMAX. 
C 
IF(NP.LT.2.OR.(LHOPT.NE.l.AND.LHOPT.NE.2).OR. 





C IF OSCULATORY INTERPOLATION IS REQUIRED WHEN M.GT.0 , THERE IS 
C NO GUARANTEE OF OBTAINING A SHAPE-PRESERVING SPLINE. 
IF(LHOPT.EQ.2.AND.M.GT.FLO) ERRC=2 
C 









CHECK THE ABSCISSAS OF INTERPOLATION POINTS, AND COMPUTE THE FIRST 
C DIVIDED DIFFERENCES. 
C 

























SUBPROGRAM SPLISP FOR LAGRANGE-TYPE INTERPOLATION. 
CALL SPLISP(DEL,DEL2,NP,IOPT,M,K,REPS,N,KIND,ERRC,A,B,D) 
ELSE 
SUBPROGRAM SPHISP FOR HERMITE-TYPE INTERPOLATION. 
CALL SPHISP(DEL,D,NP,M,K,REPS,ERRC,N) 
END IF 
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C 
C COMPUTE THE DEGREE OF THE SPLINE. 
30 
IF(M.LE.FLO) THEN 


























































SPLISP COMPUTES THE SLOPES OF A SHAPE-PRESERVING SPLINE, 
PERFORMING A LAGRANGE-TYPE INTERPOLATION. MORE SPECIFICALLY, SPLISP 
CHECKS THE CONTROL PARAMETER IOPT , SELECTING CM, CC OR CMC 
INTERPOLATION. THEN SPLISP CHECKS THE DATA AND DETERMINES THE KIND 
(INCREASING/DECREASING OR/AND CONVEX/CONCAVE) OF THE SPLINE IN 
(x(1),x(1+1)), I=O,l,. ..,NP-1 (SEE THE DESCRIPTION OF ARRAY KIND 
LATER). FINALLY, SPLISP COMPUTES THE DEGREES OF THE POLYNOMIAL 
PIECES OF THE SPLINE (SEE THE DESCRIPTION OF ARRAY N LATER) 
AND CALLS THE SUBPROGRAM CORRESPONDING TO THE GENERAL ALGORITHMS 
Al AND A2. 
THE INPUT PARAMETERS DEL, NP, IOPT, M, K AND THE OUTPUT PARAME- 
TERS ERRC, D ARE EXPLAINED IN SUBROUTINES SPISCl AND SPISC 
(D IS ALSO USED FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE OF DATA). 





FLOATING INPUT ARRAY, OF BOUNDS O:NP-2 , CONTAINING THE 
FINITE DIFFERENCES OF DIVIDED DIFFERENCES, THAT IS 
DEL2(I)=DEL(I+l)-DEL(I) . 
FLOATING INPUT VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE RELATIVE TOLERANCE 
FOR THE METHOD. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS O:NP-1 . N(1) CONTAINS THE 
DEGREE OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIECE OF THE SPLINE IN (X(1),X(1+1)). 
MORE SPECIFICALLY, SPLISP SETS N(I)=M WHEN M.GT.0 AND 
N IS HERE A WORK ARRAY. WHEN M.LE.0 (ARBITRARY DEGREE) 
SPLISP COMPUTES THE VALUES N(1) ACCORDING TO THE SHARPNESS 
OF DATA. IN THIS CASE N IS AN OUTPUT ARRAY, USED EXTERNALLY 
BY SUBROUTINE SPISC. 
LOGICAL WORK ARRAY, OF BOUNDS O:NP-1,1:2 , CONTAINING 
THE KIND OF DATA. MORE SPECIFICALLY, FOR 
KIND(I,l).EQ..TRUE. THE DATA ARE INCREASING IN 
(X(1),X(1+1)) 
KIND(I,l).EQ..FALSE. THE DATA ARE DECREASING IN 
(X(1),X(1+1)) 
KIND(I,2).EQ..TRUE. THE DATA ARE CONVEX IN 
(X(1),X(1+1)) 
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C IOPT=l CO-MONOTONE (CM) INTERPOLATIN IS REQUIRED. 
C 
C 
C CHECK THE INCREASE OR DECREASE OF DATA. 
DO 10 I=O,NP-1 
KIND(I,l)=DEL(I).GE.FLO 
CONTINUE 




C THE INPUT VALUE OF M IS THE ASSIGNED DEGREE FOR THE SPLINE. 
C SET N(I)=M . 
C 





C ARBITRARY DEGREE. SINCE IT IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN CM INTER- 
C POLATING SPLINES, CHOOSE THE DEGREE AS SMALL AS POSSIBLE. 
C 





C CALL SUBPROGRAM AlA FOR COMPUTING THE SLOPES D(I). 
C 
CALL AlA201(DEL,NP,KIND(O,l),N,K,REPS,A,B,D) 
ELSE IF(IOPT.EQ.2) THEN 
C 
C IOPT= CO-CONVEX (CC) INTERPOLATION IS REQUIRED. 
C 
C 
C CHECK THE CONVEXITY OR CONCAVITY OF DATA. 
C 
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C THE INPUT VALUE OF M IS THE ASSIGNED DEGREE FOR THE SPLINE. 
C SET N(I)=M . 
C 




; ARBITRARY DEGREE. COMPUTE A PRELIMINARY SEQUENCE OF DEGREES AND 
















C COMPUTE THE FINAL DEGREE OF THE I-TH POLYNOMIAL AS A MODIFIED 































C IOPT= CO-MONOTONE AND CO-CONVEX (CMC) INTERPOLATION IS REQUIRED. 
C 
C 
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C CHECK MONOTONICITY AND CONVEXITY OF DATA. 
C 


















C THE INPUT VALUE OF M IS THE 
C SET N(I)=M . 
C 





ASSIGNED DEGREE FOR THE SPLINE. 
C ARBITRARY DEGREE. COMPUTE A PRELIMINARY SEQUENCE OF DEGREES 
















C COMPUTE THE FINAL DEGREE OF THE I-TH POLYNOMIAL AS A MODIFIED 














































































AlA IS AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENERAL ALGORITHMS Al 
AND A2 WHEN IOPT=l , THAT IS FOR MONOTONE INTERPOLATION. 
IN OTHER WORDS, IT COMPUTES A SEQUENCE OF SLOPES D(I), I=O,...,NP 
SUCH THAT (D(I),D(I+l)) BELONGS TO DOM(I), I=O,l,...,NP-1 , 
WHERE DOM(1) IS THE MONOTONICITY REGION FOR THE LINEAR SPLINE 
L OF BS(l,O) IN (X(1),X(1+1)) (SEE THE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF 
THE METHOD GIVEN IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl). 
THE INPUT PARAMETERS DEL, NP, KIND, N, K, REPS AND THE OUTPUT 





FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:2,0:NP . IT IS THE LOGICAL 
KERNEL OF THE METHOD SINCE THE SLOPES MUST SATISFY 
A(l,I) .LE. D(1) .LE. A(2,I) , I=O,l,...,NP . 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:2,0:NP . THE INTERVAL 













COMPUTE THE PROJECTIONS (B(l,I),B(2,1)), I=U,l,...,NP 
(STEPS 2. AND 3. OF Al) 
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C 
DO 10 I=O,NP-1 
IF(XIND(I)) THEN 
C 















C COMPUTE THE SEQUENCE OF SETS (A(l,I),A(2,1)), I=O,l,...,NP 




DO 20 I=l,NP 
IF(XIND(I-1)) THEN 
C 













c" ALGORITHM A2 
C 




C COMPUTE THE OTHER SLOPES (STEP 3. OF A2). 
C 
DO 30 I=NP-1,1,-l 
IF(XIND(1)) THEN 
C 
C INCREASING DATA. 
D(I)=MIN(A(2,I),B(2,1)-D(I+l))*FLlD2 
ELSE 


















































AlA IS AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENERAL ALGORITHMS Al AND 
A2 WHEN IOPT= , THAT IS FOR CO-CONVEX INTERPOLATION. 
AlA COMPUTES, IF POSSIBLE, A SEQUENCE OF SLOPES D(I), I=O,l,.. 
..,NP ;;;tJI'fHAT (D(I),D(I+l)) BELONGS TO DOM(I), I=O,l,...,NP-1 
WHERE IS THE CONVEXITY REGION FOR THE LINEAR SPLINE L OF 
BS(l,O) IN (X(1),X(1+1)) (SEE THE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
GIVEN IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl). IF SUCH A SEQUENCE DOES NOT EXIST AND 
A 'BREAK POINT' FOR Al IS ENCOUNTERED AT X(J) , AlA SENDS 
A MESSAGE SETTING ERRC=5 AND COMPUTE A SEQUENCE WHICH IS STILL 
CO-CONVEX, EXCEPT FOR (X(J-l),X(J+l)). 
THE INPUT PARAMETERS DEL, NP, KIND, N, K, REPS AND THE OUTPUT 





FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:2,0:NP . IT IS THE LOGICAL 
KERNEL OF THE METHOD SINCE THERE EXIST CO-CONVEX INTERPO- 
LATING SPLINES IF, AND ONLY IF, A(l,I).LE.A(2,1), 
I=O,l,. ..,NP AND THEIR SLOPES ARE SUCH THAT 
A(l,I) .LE. D(1) .LE. A(2,I) , I=O,l,...,NP . 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:2,0:NP . THE INTERVAL 
























C COMPUTE THE PROJECTIONS (B( 
C (STEPS 2. AND 3. OF Al). 
1 I***, NP 
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n 
DO 10 I=O,NP-1 
IF(KIND(1)) THEN 
C 

















: COMPUTE THE SEQUENCE OF SETS (A(l,I),A(2,1)) , I=Jl,...,J2 




DO 30 I=Jl+l,JZ 
IF(KIND(I-1)) THEN 
C 












C CHECK THE NEXT SET (A(l,I),A(2,1)) (STEP 5.3. OF Al) 
C 
IF(Pl.GT.B(2,I)+REPS.OR.P2.LT.B(1,1)-REPS) GO TO 40 
C 
C CHECK IF ALL THE SETS HAVE BEEN COMPUTED. 
IF(I.EQ.JZ) GO TO 50 
C 






C IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CONSTRUCT AN INTERPOLATING SPLINE WHICH IS 







C ACTUALLY, EITHER 
C IN ANY CASE, IT IS 
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JZ=NP OR X( 52) IS A 'BREAK POINT'. 



















COMPUTE THE SLOPE AT THE LAST POINT (STEP 2. OF A2). 
D(J2)=(Pl+P2)*FLlD2 
COMPUTE THE OTHER SLOPES (STEP 3. OF A2). 
DO 60 I=J2-l,Jl,-1 
IF(KIND(1)) THEN 










IF THERE IS A CONVEXITY/CONCAVITY CHANGE AT X(1) COMPUTE D(1) 




























GO TO 20 












































AlA IS AN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENERAL ALGORITHMS Al AND A2 
WHEN IOPT= THAT IS FOR CO-MONOTONE AND CO-CONVEX INTERPOLATION. 
AlA COMPUTE'A SEQUENCE OF SLOPES D(I)r I=O,l,..., NP SUCH THAT 
(D(I)rD(I+l)) BELONGS TO DOM(I), I=O,l,...,NP-1 ,WHERE DOM(1) IS 
THE MONOTONICITY AND CONVEXITY REGION FOR THE LINEAR SPLINE L OF 
BS(l,S) IN (X(1),X(1+1)) (SEE THE BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 
GIVEN IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl). IF SUCH A SEQUENCE DOES NOT EXIST AND 
A 'BREAK POINT' IS ENCOUNTERED AT X(J) , AlA SENDS A MESSAGE 
SETTING ERRC=6 AND COMPUTE AGAIN A SEQUENCE WHICH IS STILL 
CO-MONOTONE AND CO-CONVEX EXCEPT FOR (X(J-l),X(J+l)). 
THE INPUT PARAMETERS DEL, NP, KIND, N, K, REPS AND THE OUTPUT 
PARAMETERS D, ERRC ARE EXPLAINED IN SUBROUTINES SPISCl, SPISC 
AND SPLISP. 
OTHER PARAMETERS 
A : FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:2,0:NP . IT IS THE LOGICAL 
KERNEL OF THE METHOD SINCE THERE EXIST CO-MONOTONE AND CO-CON- 
VEX INTERPOLATING SPLINES IF, AND ONLY IF, A(l,I).LE.A(2,1), 
I=O,l,..., NP AND THEIR SLOPES ARE SUCH THAT 
A(l,I) .LE. D(1) .LE. A(2,I) , I=O,l,...,NP . 
B : FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:2,0:NP . THE INTERVAL 























C COMPUTE THE PROJECTIONS (B(l,I),B(2,1)), I=O,l,...,NP 
C (STEPS 2. AND 3. OF Al). 
C 
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DO 10 I=O,NP-1 
IF(KIND(I,l).EQV.KIND(I,2)) THEN 
C 



















C COMPUTE THE SEQUENCE OF SETS (A(l,I),A(2, 























INCREASING AND CONVEX DATA (STEP 5.1. OF Al). 
Pl=G2(A(2,1-l),DEL(I-l),N(I-1)) 
P2=Gl(A(l,I-l),DEL(I-l),N(I-1)) 
ELSE IF(KIND(I-l,l).AND..NOT.KIND(I-1,2)) THEN 
INCREASING AND CONCAVE DATA (STEP 5.1. OF Al). 
Pl=MAX(FLO,Gl(A(2,1-l),DEL(I-l),N(I-1))) 
P2=G2(A(l,I-l),DEL(I-l),N(I-1)) 
ELSE IF(.NOT.KIND(I-l,l).AND.KIND(I-1,2)) THEN 








CHECK THE NEXT SET (A(l,I),A(Z,I)) (STEP 5.3. OF Al). 
IF(Pl.GT.B(2,I)+REPS.OR.P2.LT.B(1,1)-REPS) GO TO 40 
CHECK IF ALL THE SETS HAVE BEEN COMPUTED. 
IF(I.EQ.J2) GO TO 50 
COMPUTE THE NEXT SET (STEP 5.2. OF Al). 
A(l,I)=MAX(Pl,B(l,I)) 





C IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO CONSTRUCT AN INTERPOLATING SPLINE WHICH IS 






C ACTUALLY, EITHER JZ=NP OR X(J2) IS A 'BREAK POINT'. 
C IN ANY CASE, IT IS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN AN INTERPOLATING SPLINE 












C COMPUTE THE OTHER SLOPES (STEP 3. OF A2). 
C 
DO 60 I=J2-l,Jl,-1 
IF(KIND(I,2)) THEN 
C 































GO TO 20 
END 
SUBROUTINE SPHISP(DEL,D,NP,M,K,REPS,ERRC,N) 
SPHISP COMPUTES THE DEGREES OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIECES OF A 
SHAPE-PRESERVING SPLINE, PERFORMING A HERMITE-TYPE INTERPOLATION. 
MORE SPECIFICALLY, WHEN M.LE.0 (ARBITRARY DEGREE), SPHISP 
CHECKS THE INPUT PARAMETERS D(I), DEL(I), D(I+l) TO DETERMINE IF 
THEY ARE MONOTONE OR CONVEX (CONCAVE). WHEN THEY HAVE NO KIND SPHISP 
SENDS A WARNING MESSAGE, SETTING ERRC=l . THEN COMPUTES THE DEGREE 
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C N(I) TO ENSURE THAT THE I-TH POLYNOMIAL HAS THE SAME SHAPE OF DATA. 
C IF M.GT.0 (FIXED DEGREE) SPHISP MERELY RETURNS THE VALUES N(I)=M. 
C 
C THE INPUT PARAMETERS DEL, D, NP, M, K, REPS AND THE OUTPUT 
C PARAMETER ERRC ARE EXPLAINED IN SUBROUTINES SPISCl AND SPISC. 
C 
C OTHER PARAMETERS 









DEGREES OF THE POLYNOMIAL PIECES OF THE SPLINE. 
REAL DEL(O:NP-l),D(O:NP),M,K,REPS,N(O:NP-1), 
* FL2,FLl,FLO,FL3,Tl,T2,T3,T4 

















C ARBITRARY DEGREE. COMPUTE THE VALUES N(1) , I=O,l,...,NP-1 . 
C 
DO 50 I=O,NP-1 
IF(D(I).LT.DEL(I)-REPS.AND.DEL(I)+REPS.LT.D(I+l)) THEN 
C 
C CONVEX DATA. 
N(I)=FL2*K+FLl 
10 CONTINUE 




GO TO 10 
END IF 
ELSE 
* IF(D(I).GT.DEL(I)+REPS.AND.DEL(I)-REPS.GT.D(I+l)) THEN 
C 





C CHECK IF N(1) ENSURES THE CONCAVITY OF THE POLYNOMIAL. 
C 
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IF(.NOT.(L2(D(I),D(I+l),DEL(I),N(I)))) THEN 
N(I)=N(I)+FLl 
GO TO 20 
END IF 
ELSE 
* IF(D(I).GE.FLO.~D.DEL(I).GE.FLO.AND.D(I+l).GE.FLO) THEN 
C 









GO TO 30 
END IF 
ELSE 
* IF(D(I).LE.FLO.~D.DEL(I).LE.FLO.AND.D(I+l).LE.FLO) THEN 
C 








GO TO 40 
END IF 
C 
C THE DATA AREN'T EITHER MONOTONE OR CONVEX (CONCAVE). ASSIGN A 









C FIXED DEGREE. 
C 













SPISEl IS DESIGNED TO EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVE OF ORDER 0 AND/OR 1 
C AND/OR 2 OF THE SHAPE-PRESERVING INTERPOLATING SPLINE COMPUTED IN 
C SUBROUTINE SPISCl AT A GIVEN SET OF TABULATION POINTS. 
C 
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C 
C CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL SPISE1(XTAB,NTAB,SBOPT,YOOPT,YlOPT,Y2OPT,NP,~,WORK, 
c * ERRE,YOTAB,YlTAB,Y2TAB) 
C 
L 
C INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 




C NTAB : 
C 
C 


























FLOATING ARRAY,OF BOUNDS 0:NTAB , CONTAINING THE ABSCISSAS 
OF THE TABULATION POINTS XTAB(1). 
RESTRICTION: WHEN SBOPT.EQ.l , XTAB(I).LT.XTAB(I+l) , 
I=O,l,. ..,NTAB-1 . 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF EVALUATION POINTS, 
MINUS ONE. 
RESTRICTION: NTAB.GE.0 . 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. 
IF SBOPT=l SPISEl USES A SEQUENTIAL SEARCH FOR SELECTING 
THE INTERVAL OF INTERPOLATION POINTS IN WHICH XTAB(1) FALLS. 
IF SBOPT=2 SPISEl USES A BINARY SEARCH. THE SBOPT=2 
OPTION SHOULD BE ACTIVATED FOR RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED TABULATION 
POINTS. THE SBOPT=l OPTION SHOULD BE ACTIVATED FOR ORDERED 
AND UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED POINTS (SEE ALSO THE DESCRIPTION OF 
ARRAY XTAB ). 
RESTRICTION:. SBOPT.EQ.l OR SBOPT.EQ.2 . 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. 
IF YOOPT=l SPISEl EVALUATES THE SPLINE AT THE POINTS XTAB(I), 
I=O,l,... ,NTAB AND STORES THE RESULTS IN THE ARRAY YOTAB. 
IF YOOPT=O THE EVALUATION IS NOT ACTIVATED. 
RESTRICTION: YOOPT.EQ.0 OR YOOPT.EQ.l . 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. 
IF YlOPT=l SPISEl EVALUATES THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE 
AT THE POINTS XTAB(I),I=O,l,... ,NTAB AND STORES THE RESULTS IN 
THE ARRAY YlTAB. IF .YlOPT=O THE EVALUATION IS NOT ACTIVATED. 
RESTRICTION: YlOPT.EQ.0 OR YlOPT.EO.1 . 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. 
IF YZOPT=l SPISEl EVALUATES THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE 
AT THE POINTS XTAB(I),I=O,l,..., NTAB AND STORES THE RESULTS IN 
THE ARRAY YZTAB. IF Y20PT=0 THE EVALUATION IS NOT ACTIVATED. 
RESTRICTION: Y20PT.EQ.0 OR Y20PT.EQ.l . 















INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A PARAMETER NEEDED FOR DIMENSIONING 
THE ARRAY WORK . NP MUST HAVE THE SAME VALUE GIVEN IN INPUT 
IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl (WHERE IT IS RELATED TO THE SET OF INTER- 
POLATION POINTS (X(I), I=O,l,...,NP)). 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A PARAMETER NEEDED FOR DIMENSIONING 
THE ARRAY WORK . NMAX MUST HAVE THE SAME VALUE GIVEN IN INPUT 
IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl (WHERE IT REPRESENTS THE MAXIMUM DEGREE 
ALLOWED FOR THE INTERPOLATING SPLINE). 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 1:4*NP+NMAX*(NMAX+11)/2+9 , CONTAINING 
PARAMETERS NEEDED FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE SPLINE'S DERIVATIVES 
OF ORDER 0 , 1 , 2 . 
C OUPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
C ERRE : INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING AN ERROR FLAG TO DISPLAY THE 
C STATUS OF THE CODE. 
C ERRE=O - SUCCESS. NORMAL RETURN OF THE CODE. 
C ERRE=l - ERROR. THE VALUES OF NP AND/OR NMAX ARE NOT 
C EQUAL TO THE CORRESPONDING VALUES GIVEN IN INPUT 






















































YOTAB : FLOATING 
IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl. THIS IS PROBABLY DUE TO 
AN INCORRECT DIMENSIONING OF THE ARRAY WORK IN 
THE DRIVER PROGRAM OR SIMPLY TO AN ATTEMPT OF 
USING SPISEl WITHOUT A PREVIOUS EXECUTION OF 
SUBROUTINE SPISCl . 
ERROR. THE ERROR FLAG OF SPISCl GIVES A STATUS 
OF ERROR, THAT IS THE INPUT VALUES OF THE ARRAY 
WORK ARE MEANINGLESS. 
ERROR. INCORRECT ASSIGNEMENT FOR SOME OF THE 
PARAMETERS NTAB, SBOPT, YOOPT, YlOPT, Y20PT. 
ERROR. FOR THE OPTION SBOPT=l THE RESTRICTION 
XTAB(I).LT.XTAB(I+l) IS NOT FULFILLED FOR SOME 
INDEX I. 
ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NTAB , CONTAINING THE VALUES OF 
YlTAB : 
THE SPLINE AT THE TABULATION POINTS XTAB(I), I=O,l,...,NTAB , 
WHEN THE OPTION YOOPT=l IS ACTIVATED. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NTAB , CONTAINING THE VALUES OF 
THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE AT THE TABULATION POINTS 
XTAB(I), I=O,l,...,NTAB , WHEN THE OPTION YlOPT=l IS 
ACTIVATED. 
YZTAB : FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NTAB , CONTAINING THE VALUES OF 
THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE AT THE TABULATION POINTS 
XTAB(I), I=O,l,...,NTAB , WHEN THE OPTION Y20PT=l IS 
ACTIVATED. 
METHOD 
LET THE DATA ((X(I),Y(I)), I=O,l,...,NP) BE GIVEN, AND LET S(X) BE 
THE SHAPE-PRESERVING SPLINE, INTERPOLATING THE DATA AT THE KNOTS, 
COMPUTED IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl. SPISEl PROVIDES THE EVALUATION OF 
S(X) AND/OR DS(X)/DX AND/OR D(DS(X)/DX)/DX AT A SET OF TABULATION 
POINTS (XTAB(J), J=O,l,... ,NTAB) GIVEN IN INPUT BY THE USER. 
THE POLYNOMIAL PIECES OF THE SPLINE ARE BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS OF 
SUITABLE PIECEWISE CONTINOUS LINEAR FUNCTIONS (SEE THE DESCRIPTION OF 
THE METHOD IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl ) AND ARE COMPUTED USING A HORNER 
SCHEME. THE INDEX IND SUCH THAT X(IND).LE.XTAB(J).LT.X(IND+l) 
CAN BE COMPUTED USING A SEQUENTIAL OR A BINARY SEARCH (IT IS ASSUMED 
IND=O FOR XTAB(J).LT.X(O) AND IND=NP-1 FOR XTAB(J).GE.X(NP) ). 
OBVIOUSLY,THE SEQUENTIAL SEARCH IS RECOMMENDED FOR A GRAPHICAL USE 
OF THE CODE. IN iiUMMARY, THE USER CAN SELECT THE EVALUATION OF THE 
DERIVATIVES OF ORDER 0 , 1 , 2 OF THE SPLINE (USING THE CONTROL 
PARAMETERS YOOPT, YlOPT, Y20PT) AND THE SEQUENTIAL OR BINARY SEARCH 
(USING THE CONTROL PARAMETER SBOPT). 
IT IS IMPORTANT TO RECALL THAT THE OUTPUT PARAMETERS OF SPISCl 
(NP, NMAX, WORK) CANNOT BE MODIFIED UNTILL ALL THE SUBSEQUENT CALLS 















C COMPUTE THE INDICES FOR THE SPLITTING OF THE WORK ARRAY. 
C 












11 = 1 
12 = NP+l 
13 = 2*NP+2 
14 = 3*NP+3 
15 = 4*NP+4 
16 = 4*NP+5 
17 = 4*NP+6 
18 = 4*NP+7 






SPISEl IS MERELY AN INTERFACING ROUTINE WHICH RELIEVES THE USER 
OF A LONGER CALLING SEQUENCE. THE MOST IMPORTANT PARTS OF THE METHOD 











SPISE EVALUATES THE DERIVATIVES OF ORDER 0 AND/OR 1 AND/OR 2 
OF THE SHAPE-PRESERVING INTERPOLATING SPLINES COMPUTED IN SUBROUTINE 
SPISCl AT A GIVEN SET OF TABULATION POINTS. 
A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD IS GIVEN IN SUBROUTINE SPISEl. 
THE INPUT PARAMETERS XTAB, NTAB, SBOPT, YOOPT, YlOPT, YZOPT, NP, NMAX 
AND THE OUTPUT PARAMETERS ERRE, YOTAB, YlTAB, YZTAB ARE EXPLAINED 
C IN SUBROUTINE SPISEl. 
k ITEMS OF POSSIBLE INTEREST ARE 
C 
C N : 
C 
c x : 
C 
c Y : 
C 
C D : 
C 
CM : 
C K : 
C 








FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS O:NP-1 
N(1) OF THE I-TH POLYNOMIAL PIECE 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NP , 
ABSCISSAS X(1). 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NP , 
ORDINATES Y(1). 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NP , 
CONTAINING THE DEGREES 
OF THE SPLINE. 
CONTAINING THE DATA 
CONTAINING THE DATA 
CONTAINING THE VALUES 
OF THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE AT THE POINTS X(1). 
FLOATING VARIABLE, M = MAX (N(I), I=O,l,...,NP-1). 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE CLASS OF CONTINUITY OF 
THE SPLINE. 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE VALUE OF NP GIVEN 
IN INPUT IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl. 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE VALUE OF NMAX GIVEN 
IN INPUT IN SUBROUTINE SPISCl. 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE VALUE OF THE ERROR 
FLAG OF SUBROUTINE SPISCl. 






























ASSIGN THE SUCCESS VALUE TO THE ERROR FLAG. 
ERRE=O 






CHECK THE ERROR FLAG OF SUBROUTINE SPISCl , FOR VERIFYING THE 





CHECK THE INPUT PARAMETERS NTAB, SBOPT, YOOPT, YlOPT, YZOPT. 
IF(NTAB.LT.O.OR.(SBOPT.NE.l.AND.SBOPT.NE.2).OR. 
* (YOOPT.NE.O.~D.YOOPT.NE.l).OR.(Y1OPT.NED.YlOPT.NE.l) 





CHECK THE ABSCISSAS OF TABULATION POINTS WHEN THE SEQUENTIAL 
C SEARCH IS REQUIRED. 
C 














CALL SUBPROGRAM TERMB TO COMPUTE THE BINOMIAL TERMS NEEDED 
IN THE EXPRESSION OF BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIALS. 
CALL TERMB(IN,TB) 
IF(SBOPT.EQ.l) THEN 
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C 




DO 30 J=O,NTAB 
C 
C COMPUTE THE INDEX IND SUCH THAT X(IND 
C 
IF(X(O).LE.XTAB(J)) THEN 





























CALL SUBPROGRAM LSPISP TO COMPUTE THE LINEAR SHAPE-PRESERVING 
INTERPOLATING SPLINE L AT 
X(IND)+P*(X(IND+l)-X(IND))/N(IND) , P=O,l,...,N(IND) . 
CALL LSPISP(X,Y,D,NP,IN,IK,IND,L) 
IF(YOOPT.EQ.l) 




EVALUATE THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE AT XTAB(J) USING NEW 




EVALUATE THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE AT XTAB(J) USING NEW 









EVALUATE THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE SPLINE AT XTAB(J) USING OLD 





C EVALUATE THE 
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TB((IN-l)*IN/2),l,LAUXl) 
IF(Y2OPT.EQ.l) 









C SBOPT=2 BINARY SEARCH IS REQUIRED. 
C 
DO 40 J=O,NTAB 
C 
C CALL SUBPROGRAM BISEAR TO COMPUTE THE INDEX IND SUCH THAT 





C CALL SUBPROGRAM LSPISP TO COMPUTE THE LINEAR SHAPE-PRESERVING 
C INTERPOLATING SPLINE L AT 































c LSPISP EVALUATES A LINEAR SHAPE-PRESERVING INTERPOLATING SPLINE 
C L OF BS(1,O) , AT THE POINTS 
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XL(I) = X(IND)+I*(X(IND+l)-X(IND))/N , I=O,l,...,N . 
SINCE L HAS KNOTS AT XL(K) AND XL(N-K) IT IS DETERMINED BY THE 
FOLLOWING CONDITIONS 
L(X(IND)) = Y(IND) , DL(X(IND))/DX = D(IND) 
L(X(IND+l)) = Y(IND+l) , DL(X(IND+l))/DX = D(IND+l) 
















INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF EVALUATIONS OF 
L , MINUS ONE. 
INTEGER VARIABLE, SPECIFYING THE POSITIONS OF THE KNOTS 
OF THE SPLINE. 
INTEGER VARIABLE, USED TO INDIVIDUATE THE EVALUATION 
POINTS. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:N , CONTAINING THE VALUES OF 

























C TERMB COMPUTES THE BINOMIAL TERMS 
C I!/(K!*(I-K)!) , 1=1,2,...,N , K=O,l,...,I . 
C 
C INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
C N : INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE MAXIMUM BINOMIAL TERMS 
C NEEDED. 
C 
C OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
2: TB : FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS l:N*(N+1)/2+N , CONTAINING 
C THE VALUES I!/(K!*(I-K)!) , K=O,l,...,I , IN THE 
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yTJ;DERED SET OF POINTS (X(I), I=O,l,...,NP) AND THE 
, BISEAR FINDS THE INDEX IND SUCH THAT 
X(IND) .LE. XTAB .LT. X(IND+l) 
A STANDARD BINARY SEARCH. BISEAR SETS IND=O OR IND=NP-1 
XTAB.LT.X(O) OR X(NP).LE.XTAB RESPECTIVELY. 
PARAMETERS 
: FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:NP , CONTAINING THE SET OF 
ORDERED POINTS. 
: FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE POINT TO BE PROCESSED. 
: INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE NUMBER OF POINTS OF THE 
ORDERED SET, MINUS ONE. 
C OUTPUT PARAMETERS 
: IND : INTEGER VARIABLE, WHOSE VALUE SELECTS THE INTERVAL IN 





































REAL FUNCTION BNL(X,N,L,XO,XN,TB,FLAG,LAUXO) 
CD 





C BNL IS THE VALUE ASSUMED BY THE N-DEGREE BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIAL 
C OF A FUNCTION L IN THE INTERVAL (XOrXN) AT THE POINT X . 
C THE EVALUATION IS MADE USING A HORNER SCHEME, AND THE INSTRUCTIONS 
C WHICH DO NOT DEPEND UPON X ARE EXECUTED UNDER THE CONTROL OF 
C THEVARIABLE FLAG, FOR AVOIDING USELESS COMPUTATIONS IN 
C SUBSEQUENT CALLS. 
C 
C INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
c x : 
C N : 
C 
c L : 
C 




C TB : 
C 





FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE EVALUATION POINT. 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE DEGREE OF BERNSTEIN 
POLYNOMIAL. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:N , CONTAINING THE VALUES 
OF THE FUNCTION L . 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE LEFT EXTREME OF THE 
INTERVAL. 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE RIGHT EXTREME OF THE 
INTERVAL. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:N , CONTAINING THE BINOMIAL 
TERMS USED FOR COMPUTING THE BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIAL. 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. 
IN THE CASE FLAG=0 BNL ASSUMES TO PERFORM THE FIRST 
EVALUATION OF THE POLYNOMIAL, AND COMPUTES THE VALUES 
TB(I)*L(I) , I=O,l,...,N . IN THE CASE FLAG=1 BNL 
ASSUMES TO PERFORM FURTHER EVALUATIONS, AND USES THE 
VALUES PREVIOUSLY COMPUTED. 
REAL X,L(O:N),XO,XN,TB(O:N),LAUXO(U:N),XNMX,XMXO,AUX,FLl 
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CD 
CD DATA FLl/l.DOO/ 
CD 
IF(FLAG.EQ.0) THEN 















REAL FUNCTION BNLl(X,N,L,XO,XN,TB,FLAG,LAUXl) 
CD 




C BNLl IS THE VALUE ASSUMED BY THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE N-DEGREE 
C BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIAL OF A FUNCTION L IN THE INTERVAL (XO,XN) AT 
C THE POINT X . THE EVALUATION IS MADE USING A HORNER SCHEME, AND THE 
C INSTRUCTIONS WHICH DO NOT DEPEND UPON X ARE EXECUTED UNDER THE 
C CONTROL OF THE VARIABLE FLAG , FOR AVOIDING USELESS COMPUTATIONS IN 
C SUBSEQUENT CALLS. 
C 
C INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
c x : FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE EVALUATION POINT. 
C N : INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE DEGREE OF BERNSTEIN 
C POLYNOMIAL. 
c L : FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:N , CONTAINING THE VALUES 
C OF THE FUNCTION L . 
c x0 : FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE LEFT EXTREME OF THE 
C INTERVAL. 
C XN : FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE RIGHT EXTREME OF THE 
C INTERVAL. 
C TB : FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:N , CONTAINING THE BINOMIAL 
C TERMS USED FOR COMPUTING THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF THE 
C BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIAL. 
C FLAG : INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. 
IN THE CASE FLAG=0 BNLl ASSUMES TO PERFORM THE FIRST 
EVALUATION OF THE DERIVATIVE, AND COMPUTES THE VALUES 
TB(I)*(L(I+l)-L(1)) , I=O,l,...,N-1 . IN THE CASE FLAG=1 
BNLl ASSUMES TO PERFORM SUBSEQUENT EVALUATIONS, AND USES THE 
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CD DATA FLl/l.DOO/ 
CD 
IF(FLAG.EQ.0) THEN 















REAL FUNCTION BNL2(X,N,L,XO,XN,TB,FLAG,LAUX2) 
CD 




C BNL2 IS THE VALUE ASSUMED BY THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE N-DEGREE 
C BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIAL OF A FUNCTION L IN THE INTERVAL (XO,XN) AT 
C THE POINT X . THE EVALUATION IS MADE USING A HORNER SCHEME, AND THE 
C INSTRUCTIONS WHICH DO NOT DEPEND UPON X ARE EXECUTED UNDER THE 
C CONTROL OF THE VARIABLE FLAG , FOR AVOIDING USELESS COMPUTATIONS IN 
C SUBSEQUENT CALLS. 
C 
C INPUT PARAMETERS 
C 
c x : 
C N : 
C 
c L : 
C 
c x0 : 
C 
C XN : 
C 
C TB : 
C 
C 









FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE EVALUATION POINT. 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE DEGREE OF BERNSTEIN 
POLYNOMIAL. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:N , CONTAINING THE VALUES 
OF THE FUNCTION L . 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE LEFT EXTREME OF THE 
INTERVAL. 
FLOATING VARIABLE, CONTAINING THE RIGHT EXTREME OF THE 
INTERVAL. 
FLOATING ARRAY, OF BOUNDS 0:N , CONTAINING THE BINOMIAL 
TERMS USED FOR COMPUTING THE SECOND DERIVATIVE OF THE 
BERNSTEIN POLYNOMIAL. 
INTEGER VARIABLE, CONTAINING A CONTROL PARAMETER. 
IN THE CASE FLAG=0 BNL2 ASSUMES TO PERFORM THE FIRST 
EVALUATIONOF THE DERIVATIVE, AND COMPUTES THE VALUES 
TBB;l;(L(I+2)-2*L(I+l)-L(1)) , I=O,l,...,N-2 . IN THE CASE 
BNL2 ASSUMES TO PERFORM SUBSEQUENT EVALUATIONS, AND 




CD DOUBLE PRECISION X,L(O:N),XO,XN,TB(O:N-2),LAUX2(0:N_2),XNMX, 
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CD 
CD DATA FLl/l.DOO/ 
CD 
IF(FLAG.EQ.0) THEN 
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